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ABSTRACT
Ubiquitous Health Monitoring System for Seniors
by
Kamesh Khanna Andisamy Vijayakumar
Dr. Jan B. Pedersen, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor of Computer Science 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Dr. Georg F. Mauer, Examination Committee Co-Chair 
Professor of Mechanical Engineering 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
The Ubiquitous Health Monitoring System for Seniors is a prototype for an 
implantable module that is designed to eliminate critical delays in receiving medical 
attention upon the development of a heart attack. In particular, the prototype is to detect 
the onset of heart attacks in real time, and to use a Bluetooth wireless link to signal the 
patient’s mobile phone to dial emergency personnel in the event of an abnormality. The 
unit also records and logs the temperature of the user. Since the unit holds a GPS in it the 
current position of the user can he constantly monitored and by this the paramedics can 
arrive at the patient’s current location without any delay. The health monitoring system 
enables seniors to stay in their homes rather than in a medical institution which, in turn, 
cuts down the cost of medical care to a great extent.
Ill
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
The National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute [I] states that “more than a million 
persons in the U.S. have a heart attack and about half of them die (515,000) each year. 
About one-half of those who die do so within I hour of the start of symptoms and before 
reaching the hospital”. A heart attack happens to a person when the blood flow and oxygen 
supply to the heart muscle is blocked, and this is mostly caused by the Coronary Artery 
Disease (CAD) [2]. CAD occurs when the arteries that supply blood to the heart muscle 
(coronary arteries) become hardened and narrowed [3]. It often causes inegular heart beat 
or rhythm by blocking blood stream [2]. The National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute [I] 
suggest that “Everyone should know the warning signs of a heart attack and how to get 
emergency help”.
The symptoms of heart attack can be detected by observing electrocardiogram (ECG) 
waveforms. An ECG is an electrical recording of the heart and is used in the investigation 
of heart disease [3]. An electrical impulse initiates muscle contraction, which results in 
heart beating. The spacing between pulses provides a measure of the heart’s rhythm, 
whereas the height of the pulses is an indicator of pumping strength [1]. By observing the 
ECG waveform, the heart condition of the patients can be explained by doctors.
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The ECG Library shows many samples of abnormal ECG waveform, and they are 
mostly collected from aged people who are more than 55 years old [3], Senior citizens 
are more prone to heart attacks than younger people, so the Ubiquitous health monitoring 
system is specially designed to help those senior citizens who have the highest risk of 
heart attack. Our device, which we have developed, is used as an automated heart attack 
detection unit and as a medium for requesting medical help.
1.1 Overview of Design
The Ubiquitous Health Monitoring System for Seniors is a device designed to rapidly 
detect heart attacks and enable the patient to receive immediate medical attention. The 
prototype described in this thesis continuously monitors the heart’s electrical activity. 
When a heart attack is detected, the device alerts a cell phone, and the cell phone in turn 
automatically dials for help, providing the patient’s location through the use of a GPS 
tracking system. This project aims to shorten the time between the moment of heart 
attack and the arrival of medical personal. Figure 1.1 depicts the overall organization of 
the project.
The biosensors output the patient’s ECG and temperature signals to analog circuitry 
which provides amplification and noise reduction. An analog-to-digital converter then 
converts the analog signal into digitally sampled data points which are monitored by a 
microcontroller. The microcontroller runs an algorithm that analyzes the digitized ECG 
waveform and detects heart attacks as well as records body temperature. The algorithm 
has to be designed in a way so that there are no false alarms, while at the same time, it 
makes sure the heart attack has been detected when there is one, without any delay. The
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time delay between detection, the actual heart attack and making an emergency call has 
to be as short as possible so the device is of use to the patients, which is the main goal of 
this project.
Biosensors
Bluetooth
M odule
(EB500)
Input
Circuitry
Javelin Stamp 
(microcontroller)
A/D converter
Figure 1.1 Block Diagram of the Project.
If a heart attack is detected, a signal is sent to the Bluetooth module to initiate an 
emergency dial up sequence. (The Bluetooth module provides wireless communication 
between the microcontroller and a cell phone.) Once the emergency dial up sequence is 
received, the phone, enabled with Bluetooth, will read the user’s location information 
from a GPS receiver and send the information to emergency personnel.
1.2 Specifications
For the system to be able to reliably detect heart attacks, separate requirements in 
terms of design exist for the analog hardware, digital hardware, the heart attack algorithm 
and the cell phone.
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A typical ECG waveform has a frequency of approximately 50 Hz to 70 KLz. 
However, this frequency is highly dependent upon the activity of the individual. In order 
to compensate for the wide range of frequencies due to normal activities, the analog 
circuit requires a band-pass filter with a lower cutoff frequency of 0.5 Hz and an upper 
cutoff frequency of 150 Hz. The final output of the analog circuit must be between -5 V 
and 5 V, because most A/D converters perform measurements in this range. This 
constraint corresponds to an overall gain no greater than 5000. Also, an overall gain of at 
least 3000 is needed to acquire an ECG waveform.
All the hardware should operate with low power consumption, and the 
microcontroller must be efficient when it runs the heart attack algorithm. High risk 
warnings should be shown when symptoms are detected and the delay time between the 
moment of heart attack detection and the activation of the Bluetooth module should be as 
short as possible.
For the cell phone, it must have Bluetooth to communicate to the microcontroller and 
the ability to read the current location from the GPS receiver. Additionally, the phone 
must be able to receive messages from the microcontroller and respond as soon as 
possible at all times.
1.2 Performance Benchmarks
The device should be able to detect the occurrence of a heart attack with minimal 
delay. In other words, the overall delay between start of the heart attack and the arrival of 
medical personnel should be dominated by the time required for the medical personnel to
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arrive at the scene. Thus, time required for the device to detect the heart attack and call 
for help should be less than 1  minute.
1.3 Subprojects
The separation of the overall project into three subprojects represents a major design 
advantage. The three components can be designed, implemented, and tested individually. 
Once completed, the components can then be integrated. Parallel development of the 
subproject significantly cuts down on development time.
Input
Circuit
Analysis
Algorithm
Bluetooth Communication 
and Networking
Figure 1.4 Subproject Flow Chart.
The input circuitry includes the electrodes and temperature sensor used to detect bio­
signals and the operational amplifiers used to acquire and amplify the waveform. The 
waveform analysis algorithm runs on top of an analog-to-digital converter and a 
microcontroller. The analog-to-digital converter converts the analog ECG waveform and 
temperature signals into a digital waveform; the microcontroller then examines the 
digitized waveform form for abnormalities. If a heart attack is detected, the 
microcontroller signals the Bluetooth module to call for help. The Bluetooth 
communications link consists of a Bluetooth-enabled phone on one end and a Bluetooth 
module that is a companion chip to the microcontroller on the other end. During an
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emergency dial-up sequence, the phone is notified by the microcontroller and proceeds to 
call for help.
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CHAPTER 2
PREVIOUS WORK
2.1 Health Care and the Wireless Infrastructure
Rapid growth of wireless infrastructure in past years allow a range of new medical 
applications that will significantly improve the quality of health care [6,7]. Wider 
acceptance of physiological monitoring hardware will allow development of devices 
based on natural human-computer interfaces [7]. Micro Electro Mechanical Systems 
(MEMS) made possible the development of networks of intelligent wireless sensors for 
military and space applications [8,9] through the increase of processing power, 
miniaturization, wireless communication, and decreased power consumption.
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and Army Research 
Laboratory (ARE), with their key partners -  UCLA Electrical Engineering Department 
and Rockwell Science Center, are developing Wireless Integrated Network Sensors 
(WINS) [10], which is a distributed, wireless, microsensor networks that promises to 
enable a myriad of applications for sensing and controlling the physical world. Rockwell 
Science Center created a development environment for WINS that includes customizable, 
sensor-laden networked nodes and mobile and Internet-hosted user interfaces Department 
of Commerce, through National Institute for Standards, sponsors Smart Spaces [II]
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an ordinary environment equipped with visual and audio sensing system that can perceive 
and react to people without requiring them to wear any special equipment. This is NIST’s 
approach to pervasive computing that is impossible without wireless sensors. DOE, and 
its Office of Industrial Technology, sponsor Oak Ridge National Laboratory to work on 
the project named “Intelligent Wireless Sensors for Industrial Manufacturing”[12]. 
Among the most important projects are Smart Dust (Berkeley) [9], Sensor Web (JPL) [8 ], 
SC ADDS (UCS/ISI), and other projects supported by DARPA s Sensor Information 
Technology program (SensIT) [13].
The same technology may be used for an intelligent monitor that is able to detect or 
predict emergency health medical situations. The most critical features of a wearable 
health monitor are long battery life, lightweight, and small dimensions [7]. There are 
many companies selling patient monitoring systems, like Agilent Technologies [14], 
Protocol Systems [15]. Their systems often include wireless connection between the 
portable monitor and the central server, processing of transferred data, issuing of 
warnings, archiving, etc. These and other commercial and experimental medical systems 
currently use only wireless data acquisition devices [16,17,18] and wireless data 
presentation devices, such as palmtop PCs, pagers and cellular phones [19]. A wearable 
device monitoring multiple physiological signals (polysomnograph) usually includes 
multiple wires connecting sensors and the monitoring device.
Our goal is to go one step further and to bring in the wireless technology to the whole 
signal path, including the wireless connection to the sensors. Moreover, we are 
introducing intelligent sensors that will take part in both signal processing organized in 
hierarchical network and transmission of data. This way we are able to provide
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continuous monitoring hassle-free environment for patients and other users, without 
excessive wires that limit movement and attract undesired attention. The whole system is 
integrated into hierarchically organized wireless Personal Area Network (PAN). This 
type of organization is inevitable for promotion of implantable sensors, which are finding 
their place in the treatment of diabetics and other similar patients [2 0 ,2 1 ].
Recent development of low-power DSP technology allows implementation of 
intelligent personal monitoring devices [8 ]. With further development of bio-sensor 
technology, personal health monitors will become standard part of personal mobile 
devices. We propose the implementation of hierarchical monitoring in a telemedical 
environment with power efficient signal processing algorithms and adaptive system 
configuration and operation. Limited capabilities of different components of our system 
dictate hierarchical organization. Proposed system organization allows flexible design 
space for optimum trade-off between processing power, device power consumption and 
battery life, and storage capacity, sufficient for most medical applications[2 2 ].
2.2 Personal Area Networks
A collection of wearable medical sensors can communicate using personal area 
network or body network [6 ], which can be even integrated into the user’s clothes [23]. 
An Intelligent monitor connects to a specialized medical service only in the event of a 
medical emergency or if an episode requires intervention. The user or doctor or both can 
formulate triggers that cause even more data to be collected, additional sensors to be 
enabled, or medical personnel to be contacted.
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In the case of wireless monitoring systems, security and reliability are particularly 
important issues [7]. Security can be preserved using data encryption, balancing strength 
of encryption with power (both in terms of Watts and MIPS), etc. It is important to 
emphasize that, in the case of medical monitoring applications, simply wearing the device 
may disclose to the user's employer/insurer/acquaintances that the user is suffering from a 
medical condition [7]. Consequently, the wearable monitoring device has to be as 
unobtrusive as possible, to preserve patient’s privacy.
2.3 Columba GPS Bracelet
The Canadian company Medical Intelligence has developed a bracelet for Alzheimer's 
patients that can message key people via a GSM network when a patient wanders out of a 
secure zone as monitored via A-GPS. The rate of Alzheimer's patients that wander or 
stray is almost 60%, with a high death rate when they are not found quickly. The 
innovation introduced today is a definitive solution to the problems that families, 
caregivers and police authorities must deal with.Columba, the new geopositioning phone- 
bracelet, required three years of research and development. Louis Massicotte, founding 
president of Medical Intelligence, had the idea of creating the bracelet after the repeated 
wanderings of his own mother, who suffers from Alzheimer's.
To prevent any disappearance, the Columba bracelet automatically detects any 
departure from a security zone surrounding the residence or nursing home. The zone is 
pre-determined by the patient's family or caregiver. The Columba then alerts a medical 
assistance centre that promptly contacts the family or caregiver to coordinate assistance 
efforts. If required, the medical assistance centre, which operates 24-7, can accurately
10
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geoposition the bracelet wearer and establish audio communication using Columba's 
handsfree feature.
The Columba has a GPS-Assisted positioning system, a GSM/GPRS 
transmitter/receiver with a SIM card for voice and data, and an intelligent alert detection 
system. The very first implementation of the system took place this summer in Paris at 
the Medidep Brune nursing home, and use the Orange phone network.
II
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN PROCEDURE
As mentioned, the overall design procedure was broken down into 3 separate sub­
designs. We now describe these 3 sub-designs in greater detail.
3.1 Input Circuitry
ECG electrodes are used for biosensors to read the patient’s bio-potential signals. One 
electrode is placed on each wrist in order to acquire an ECG waveform. The wrist is 
chosen for its accessibility and thin skin.
The ECG amplifier is composed of two buffers, a differential amplifier, and a band­
pass filter [I]. The skin has high impedance that needs to be matched to the low 
impedance of the differential amplifier input. A buffer is an op amp circuit that has unity 
gain and is used as an impedance transformer. Thus, a buffer is needed for each electrode. 
A differential amplifier then takes the difference between two inputs and amplifies the 
signal. By having each electrode serve as an input, the output will contain the ECG signal 
with gain. A band-pass filter is composed of a low-pass and high-pass filter. A low-pass 
filter attenuates signals with frequencies higher than its cut-off frequency, while a high- 
pass filter attenuates signals with frequencies lower than its cut-off frequency. By
1 2
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combining both, the band-pass filter only allows frequencies within its bandwidth, 
determined by the cut-off frequencies of the low and high pass filters, to pass though. The 
band pass filter is needed to reduce noise. A diagram of the ECG Amplifier is shown in 
Appendix 1.
Operational amplifiers may be used as buffers, differential amplifiers, low-pass 
filters, high-pass filters, and band-pass filters. They have several ideal characteristics 
including infinite input impedance, zero output impedance, zero output voltage when 
input voltages are equal, infinite voltage gain, a common mode voltage gain of zero, 
instantaneous response, and being independent of temperature and other supply voltage 
changes. These are only ideal characteristics and not necessarily true in reality. 
Nonetheless, there are two important rules to consider when designing op amps. First, 
when within the linear range of operation, the voltages at the two inputs are equal. 
Second, due to infinite input impedance, no current flows into either input terminal. By 
applying these two rules, an op amp circuit may be designed and implemented.
The differential amplifier gain should not exceed 33 in order to prevent a 300 mV 
electrode offset potential from causing the system to saturate. Figure 3.2 shows a diagram 
of the differential amplifier component of the circuit.
Figure 3.2. Differential Amplifier Component Diagram.
13
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KCL is applied keeping in mind that no current flows into the input terminals
( 1)
_ v
&  /(r
and
V2 - V - 0
( 2 )
Solving for v"̂  in eq. (2) and since v"̂  = v'
(3)
Plugging eq. (3) into eq. (I) and solving for Vo<j
R , + K ,
Let R 4  = Rô and Rs= R?
^ 7  / \
Henee the differential amplifier produces an output that is the difference between the 
inputs multiplied by a gain factor. The gain is maxed out at 33; R? and R5 are selected to 
be 33k£2; Re and R4  are selected to be IkO.
The lower frequency cut-off was desired to be around 0.04Hz, and upper frequency 
cut-off was desired to be about 150Hz. A gain of around 100 was sought from the band­
pass filter. (Overall gain needed to be 1000 to 5000 with the differential amplifier having 
a gain no greater than 33.) A diagram of the low and high pass portions of the band-pass 
filter are shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4, respectively.
14
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c .
Figure 3.3. Low Pass Portion of Band-pass Filter Diagram.
C
Figure 3.4. High Pass Portion of Band-pass Filter Diagram.
Applying KCL and remembering that there is no current to the input terminals of the 
low pass portion
0 -  v~ — V — v„
Solving for v"
^ 1 0  II jojC^
V  = v
1 +
1 +  jcoC-,R̂  ̂ +  ’
(4)
15
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Applying KCL and knowing that no current flows into the input terminals of the high 
pass portion
v "‘ - 0
; 6 X:,
Solving for v'*
V =  v„
1 + R^jojC^
Since v'̂  = v \  eqs. (4) and (5) can be combined. Solving for \J \od
(5)
ikI 1 +
^ 1 0  + ^ 1o 7 ^ 2'^11 + ^ 1  
^ 1 0
Let T| = RgCi 1 and xa = Ri 1C 2
<>d
1 + jCOT̂
1 + R,
Rio 0 ),
(6)
The lower cut-off frequency cO] = 1/x, and the upper cut-off frequency Wa = l/xa. 
Desiring (Oj to be 0.04 Hz and coa to be 150 Hz
0.04(2*)=  y (7)
and
15(X2,) = (8)
From eq. (6 ), it can be seen that the output is amplified by a gain equal to Rn/Rio- 
Since the gain is desired to be about 100, eqs. (7) and (8 ) can be solved. Thus Rn is 
selected to be 106.2kQ, Rk) to be Ikfl, Rg to be 3.9MQ, C, to be IpF and Ca to be 
0.01 pF. The value of Rg is not significant and is selected to be lOkQ.
16
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A buffer with unity gain is needed for each input as an impedance transformer, 
because the skin has much higher impedance compared to the input impedance of the 
differential amplifier. Figure 2.5 shows a diagram of the buffer components.
VO]
Figure 3.5. Buffer Components Diagram.
Since no current flows into the input terminals and v"*" = v", by applying KCL
% -  ^ 2  ^  ^ 2  -  ^ » 2  
/?j / ? 2
The gain is determined by R]/R 2  = R 3/R 2 . Desiring a gain of unity, Ri, R2 , R3 , and R4  
were chosen to be lOkfl each.
3.2 Waveform and Temperature Analysis
In order to analyze the ECG waveforms, the analog ECG waveform needs to be 
converted into digital data with high enough bit-resolution and sampling rate for accurate 
reconstruction of the ECG waveform. An analog-to-digital converter (ADC) converts the 
analog ECG waveform into digital data. A microcontroller then collects the data by 
sending data acquisition commands to the ADC. Once a heart attack is detected, an 
emergency dial-up sequence is initiated via the Bluetooth communications link.
17
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Therefore, the microcontroller also needs to have sufficient General Purpose 
Input/Output (GPIO) pins for external communications.
To process the ECG waveform, the algorithm must be able to differentiate between 
unhealthy and normal ECG waveforms. Some signs of heart attack include weak 
amplitude, irregular heart pulse, and widened QRS pulses. The algorithm must look for 
these signs which are indicative of a heart attack. Temperature analysis consists of 
reading the current temperature from the temperature sensors memory.
3.3 Heart Attack Detection
When the microcontroller receives digital ECG data from the wrists, it will check for 
heart attack symptoms. We indicate to the user his heart condition so that he can take 
proper action like slowing down or taking a rest before heart attack really happens to him.
3.4 Bluetooth Communications Link and the GPS
There is a Bluetooth module in the wrist unit which is a trans-receiver which 
transmits the data collected from the user, which in this case would be the heart rate data 
and the temperature data. The Bluetooth module in the mobile phone, which in our case 
is a HP Ipaq 6515 acts as an interface between the wrist unit and the phone to receive 
signals or commands sent by the wrist unit to the cell phone incase of any emergency. 
Since the cell phone has an embedded Bluetooth module there is no need for an external 
Bluetooth module at the cell phone end, this by which makes the product looks more 
compact and easy to use.
18
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Since we need to monitor the user location at all times, a GPS unit is required to keep 
a log of his current location and by this critical delays in trying to find the current 
location of the user is avoided in case of an emergency. Again, the HP Ipaq 6515 holds 
an embedded GPS receiver in it and by this a separate external GPS unit is not needed 
which makes the product more usable as the user does not have to carry too many 
external units along with him.
3.5 Wireless Communication and Data Transmission
All the data collected in the user end has to be transmitted over to the server end 
without any delay or flaws so that the patient can be diagnosed without any delay. This 
would include making calls in case of an emergency or finding the current location of the 
user or getting the heart rate data from the device. So there are various factors that are to 
be considered while designing this sub project. The main component of this sub project is 
the MobiControl software. So let us look into the architecture of the software and 
actually see how it meets our problem.
Mobi Control consists of a set of components that work together to form the 
MobiControl system. They are:
MobiControl Manager -  This is a centralized management console that allows users to 
monitor and control all aspects of system operation, including software/data deployment 
rules, and automatic device configuration rules.
19
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'
J 1 1
/
Figure 3.6. MobiControl Component Diagram.
MobiControl Deployment Server - This component is responsible for executing rules 
(e.g. Software Deployment Rules) configured via MobiControl Manager. Deployment 
Servers execute rules and stores rule execution status information in the database. 
Deployment Servers also make real-time information from devices available to 
MobiControl Manager sessions. When more than one Deployment Servers is running, 
MobiControl automatically distributes load amongst the active servers, allowing 
MobiControl to scale gracefully for large or small installations. MobiControl also 
provides fault tolerant operation. If a Deployment Server is not available, MobiControl 
automatically distributes load amongst the other servers, thereby providing a fault 
tolerant operational environment.
MobiControl Device Agent - Device agent is the MobiControl software that is installed 
onto mobile devices. MobiControl Device Agent communicates with MobiControl 
Deployment Server(s) and carries out the instructions it receives from the Server. Device 
Agents also provide reporting and real-time information to Deployment Servers.
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MobiControl Package Studio - This component allows users to package data/software 
into 'Package Files' that can be distributed to mobile deviees by MobiControl. 
MobiControlDatabase MobiControl uses a database to store configuration and 
status information. MobiControl can store configuration information in an existing 
database server or you can use the free Microsoft SQL Server Desktop Engine 2000 
database (i.e. MSDE 2000) that is included with the MobiControl product. MobiControl 
currently supports the following databases: Microsoft SQL Server 2000 or later and 
Microsoft SQL Server Desktop Engine 2000 (i.e. MSDE 2000).
3.6 Challenges faced in Distributed Networking and Wireless Communication
When designing or using a distributed network we must take the following factors 
into consideration in order to verify that the system does not fail or malfunction.
3.6.1. Heterogeneity
The Internet enables users to access services and run applications over a 
heterogeneous collection of computers and networks. Since we need to transmit the heart 
rate and temperature data to the server in the medical institution, for our project, we need 
a network connection such as the Internet to transmit the data from the client to the 
server. For this purpose the Mobi Control software was chosen as it serves as a common 
gateway between the cell phone and the server. The Windows platform is the common 
platform chosen for this application as the operating system in the cell phone is Windows 
based, so interfacing it with the server worked without any complications and effective 
communication of data was established.
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Although the Internet consists of many different sorts of networks their differences 
are masked by the fact that all of the computers attached to them use the Internet Protocol 
to communicate with one another. So thus we can transmit the heart rate and temperate 
data from the client to the server even if both the parties were using different types of 
networks. Hence the heterogeneity of the network has no effect on the transmission of 
data.
3.6.2. Security
This is a very important factor in our project because we cannot afford to send false 
signals or data to the server. There are always hackers wanting to break into any system 
and make it malfunction. Proper care must be taken to ensure that no such event occurs. 
Since our device is mobile and wireless, it is prone to such attacks. So there are 2 
communications paths we need to consider. The first one is the data transmission between 
the cell phone and the wrist unit using the Bluetooth module and the second 
communication is between the cell phone and the server at the medical institution via the 
Internet. In both cases we have to ensure the data is exchanged with care. In order to 
ensure the Bluetooth communication between the wrist unit and the cell phone is secure, 
we first test the connection by means of a parse key. That is, there is a common parse key 
that has been fixed in both the units and as soon as the units want to exchange some data 
the parse key is checked and authorized and only after that can any data transfer happen. 
If the parse key does not match no data transfer occur. If someone anonymous tries to 
sending some false signals through the Bluetooth communication network the device 
does not accept it since the person will not have the same parse key as set in the device.
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The second form of communication between the cell phone and the server at the 
medical institution. The data in the cell phone has to be transmitted to the server and as it 
is over the internet and it is wireless it is prone to attacks from hackers. In order to avoid 
this, data is encrypted in the device by the Mobi Control software and only then is it 
transmitted over the Internet. At the receiving end the Mobi Control software unpacks 
the data and presents to the user in a readable format. There are different levels of 
encryption, namely 64 bit and 128 bit, that the device can be configured to transmit the 
data over the Internet.
3.6.3. Scalability
A system is described as scalable if it will remain effective when there is a significant 
increase in the number of resources and the number of users. In our project this is an 
important issue as the system has to be scalable because the number of users using it is 
bound to increase. The MobiControl Software helps us achieve this by organized scaling 
of devices. This is achieved by the Device Manager tool in MobiControl. The Device 
view in MobiControl Manager, is used to view information about devices as well as to 
manage devices. The device view of the MobiControl is shown in Figure 3.7.
The tree on the left allows administrators to organize how devices are used or where 
they are located. Devices that are currently connected to the system are shown with a 
different icon (i.e., Conneeted Icon) from devices that are offline. As devices come online 
or go offline, their icon's change accordingly (i.e., in real-time) to reflect their status. By 
clicking on a device in the tree, an administrator can view detailed information about the 
device (e.g. Device ID, Assigned Rules, Packages Installed, IP address. Activity Logs,
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etc.). This way we can group devices in an area so that it would be easier to sort the 
location of the user when an emergency call is made.
Figure 3.7. MobiControl Device View.
3.7 Deployment Server Setup
A Deployment Server is necessary to keep track of all the activities in the mobile 
units so that we can look up or transfers data between the server and the client. To 
counter this challenge MobiControl contains a software component called the 
MobiControl Deployment Server. MobiControl uses Deployment Servers to execute 
Rules (i.e., Add Device, Deployment, File Sync Rules), receive real-time information 
from devices and access devices for remote control sessions.
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A Deployment Server runs as a Windows service, and it is possible to configure more 
than one Deployment Server on a network. For large mobile deployments more than one 
Deployment Server can be used so that the work load can be distributed amongst multiple 
servers. In addition to providing scalability, running multiple servers also provides fault 
tolerance; if a particular server is unavailable, devices can be serviced by other servers. 
MobiControl automatically switches devices away from unavailable servers and 
distributes the load amongst active servers. The ability to run multiple servers makes 
MobiControl scalable for both large and small deployments as well providing the fault 
tolerant capability needed for mission critical operations. The Deployment server view is 
shown in Figure 3.8.
The tree on the left shows each Deployment server and the devices currently 
connected to that server. The state of a Deployment Server (i.e.. Enabled or Disabled) is 
graphically represented by its icon. The icons are updated in real-time when the state 
changes. The Logs panel on the right of the Deployment Servers tab displays activity 
information for a particular server. The Deployment Servers View of MobiControl 
Manager allows administrators to view information about configured Deployment 
Servers and provides a set of tools to centrally manage all Deployment Servers on the 
network.
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Figure 3.8. MobiControl Manager - Deployment Servers View.
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CHAPTER 4 
DESIGN DETAILS
Now that an overall design procedure has been constructed let us proceed to the 
specifics of the design and implementation.
4.1. Input Circuitry
The disposable Ag-AgCl ECO electrodes used consisted of thin layers of silver 
chloride electrochemically deposited onto silver electrodes. The electrodes are imbedded 
in foam that has been presoaked with electrolyte paste. The foam serves as a site for 
adhesive tape, provides good electrical contact with the skin, and reduces motion 
artifacts. The electrolyte gel improves conductivity between the electrode and skin, thus 
improving ECO signal readings. For body temperature measurement, we use the DSI820 
[35] developed by Texas instruments. The LM741 [36] LM741 operational amplifier was 
chosen due to its low cost and good performance. It is the most commonly used op amp, 
and its properties are well known.
It was discovered that the input of the band-pass filter op amp in the original design 
was being overloaded. The problem was resolved by replacing Rg with a resistor of value 
100 kQ. It was also decided to increase the gain to 5000. Thus, Rg chosen to be 3kQ, and 
R]o was chosen to be 150kD. The new band-pass filter had a lower cut-off frequency of
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Figure 4.1. Schematic of ECG amplifier.
1.59 Hz and an upper cut-off frequency of 106.1 Hz. This bandwidth was still within the 
limits of acquiring an ECG waveform. The new band-pass gain was 150, leading to an 
overall gain of 4950.
4.2. ECG Waveform Analysis
After the analog to digital conversion of the electrical signals we need to analyze the 
digitized ECG waveforms. Sample digitized ECG waveforms of a regular person 
obtained are shown in figures 4.3 and 4.4. We see, in both the figures, that there are peaks 
are regular intervals of time which indicated the person’s heart rate is normal.
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Figure 4.3. ECG Waveform Sample 1.
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Figure 4.4. ECG Waveform Sample 2.
We now consider ECG waveform of two people who have abnormal heart rates. In 
other words, suffered from heart attacks. The ECG waveform of a 55 year old man with 4
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hours of crushing chest pain is shown in figure 4.5 .As we can see at the circulated area 
there is an irregular pulse rate.
oVA VI
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STRIP; IJ 
2E nm/scc;  1 cm/jmV
f nr. nnnnn-nnnn dm oiRsi
Figure 4.5. ECG waveform of a 55 year old man with 4 hours of chest pain.
Another case considered is a 63 year old woman with 10 hours of chest pain and 
sweating. Her ECG is shown in figure 4.6.
III iVF TÎ y ------------------------ J
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Figure 4.6. ECG waveform of a 63 old woman with 10 hours of chest pain.
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The rectangle of the above ECG waveforms indicates weak amplitude. The circle of the 
above ECG waveforms indicates widened QRS pulse width.
4.3. Digital ECG Waveform Analysis Algorithm
Eigure 4.6 shows the theoretical analysis of an ECG waveform. Ath is the amplitude 
threshold (set to 1.95V) that the QRS amplitude. A, must exceed. T is the period interval 
between the two peaks. It must be within 60 to 200 BPM. Wth is the width threshold that 
the QRS peak must pass during its rising and falling edges. The time at which the rising 
and falling edges of the QRS peak exceed Wth are marked, and the difference is pulse 
width, W.
Ath
W th
Hw
Figure 4.6. Theoretical ECG Waveform Analysis.
Figure 4.7 shows an actual analysis of a digitized ECG waveform. Note how the ECG 
Processing algorithm establishes the baseline, finds the period interval, and the pulse 
width.
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The ECG Processing Algorithm consists of three main functions: data acquisition, 
ECG waveform processing, and emergency dial-up. Under normal operation with a 
healthy subject, the program remains in a loop that repeatedly switches between the data 
acquisition and the ECG waveform processing. If a heart attack occurs, the program runs 
the emergency dial-up sequence and signals the Bluetooth module to trigger the phone to 
call emergency medical personnel.
During data acquisition, the Javelin Stamp sends a control signal to the ADC to 
convert a data sample from analog to digital data and output the data. After about four 
seconds of data is buffered, the algorithm calls the ECG waveform processing function.
Digital ECG vvavefonn fiom .S'oiuabh
1/T = P
P#*k1
> 5 0 %  D rop
îTtirftrriiYfsP u l s e  W i d t h  
fend fo ü r ïd .fW i d t hBegin > 4
Pulse
=  5 0 0
M u s t  w a i t  u n t i l  a a m p l e  
r e t u r n ? ;  t o  b a s o l i n u  b e f o r e
s e a r c h  f o r  s e c o n d  p e a k
Figure 4.7. Analysis of digitized ECG waveform from subject.
Because everyone is different, each ECG offset is unique. A first pass of the data by 
the ECG waveform processing function establishes a baseline by taking a running
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average of all the data points. Subsequent checks are then performed relative to the 
baseline. Checks are done on a second pass through the data. Amplitude check is 
completed by ensuring that the ECG peaks are at least 1.95 V above the baseline voltage.
The pulse rate check is completed by first searching for the two peaks. The peaks are 
determined by parsing the ECG data from left to right. On the first rising edge, a variable 
tracks the last known largest value. When the sample falls below 50% of the last known 
largest value, the algorithm saves the current sample index and sets a flag indicating that 
the first peak has been found. The second peak is found using the same method. Once the 
two peaks are found, the period interval can be determined, and the pulse rate calculated. 
The pulse rate must stay between 60 and 200 beats per minute (BPM).The pulse width is 
found by marking the time at which the sample first exceeds the width threshold. The 
time is marked again when the sample comes back down on the falling edge through the 
width threshold. According to our requirements, pulse width must be less than 36 ms.
If any of the above checks fail, the overall system alert level is raised. The 
emergency dial-up sequence is only initiated if the system alert level is raised beyond a 
critical level. This alert system is put in place to prevent false alarms due to data glitches. 
If a healthy window of data follows a faulty window of data, then the alert level is reset, 
whereas an actual heart attack would consistently raise the alert level. The pseudo code 
used for the implementation of the algorithm is shown in Figure 4.8. , 4.9 and 4.10.
4.4. EB500 Bluetooth Module and Javelin Stamp Microcontroller
In case of emergency, calling through the user’s cell phone will be executed. In our 
project, the emergency calling will be done with only the Bluetooth module and the
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// » >  — Establishing Baseline--------
for (i = 0; i < ARRAY_SIZE; i++)
{
if (i == 0) baseline = samples [i]; 
else 
{
baseline = (baseline + samples[i]) / 2; // baseline is always
//the average of all the data points
}
}
System.out.print("Baseline = "); // DEBUG 
System.out.print(baseline);
// « <  — Establishing Baseline e n d -----
// » >  ========= Main Parsing Loop Begins ========
for (i = 0; i < ARRAY_SIZE; i++)
{
// » >  — Checking PulseRate-----
if (!found_PR_peakl) // if first QRS peak is not found yet 
{
if (samples[i] > samples[PRindex 1 ]) // amplitude relative to baseline is
//not important here
{
PRindex 1 = i;
System.out.print("\nPulseRate peak 1 (Abs) increased to ");
//DEBUG
S ystem.out .print(samples [PRindex 1 ] ) ;
System.out.print("\n @t= "); // DEBUG 
System.out.print(PRindex 1 );
}
else if (((samples[i] - baseline) < ((samples[PRindex 1] / 2) - baseline)) 
&& ((samples[PRindexl] - baseline ) > Ath))
// Amp relative to baseline is key here 
{ // if current sample is lower than 50% of the first peak relative to 
baseline, AND it breaks the Ath minimum limit
found_PR_peakl = true; // then first peak is found
System.out.print("\nPulseRate peak 1 is Found: "); // DEBUG 
System.out.print(samples [PRindexl]);
System.out.print("\n @t= "); // DEBUG 
System.out.print(PRindexl);
Figure 4.8. Heart Attack Detection Pseudo Code.
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else if (!found_PR_peak2)
{
// wait for repolarization, don’t search for the second peak 
// until samples[i] has returned to baseline 
if ((samples[i] >= baseline) || repolarized)
{
repolarized = true; // so that we know the ECG has repolarized 
if (samples[i] > samples[PRindex2]) // amplitude relative to
//baseline is not important here
{
”); //DEBUG
}
PRindex2 = i;
System.out.print(" \nPulseRate peak 2 (Abs) increased to
System.out.print(samples[PRindex2]);
System.out.print("\n @t= "); // DEBUG 
System.out.print(PRindex2);
else if ((samples[i] - baseline) < ((samples[PRindex2]/ 2) - 
baseline) && ((samples[PRindex2] - baseline) > Ath))
// Amp relative to baseline is key here 
{ // if current sample is lower than 50% of the second peak 
relative to baseline, AND it breaks the Ath minimum limit
found_PR_peak2 = true; // then second peak is found 
System.out.print("\nPulseRate peak 2 is Found; ");
//DEBUG
}
System.out.print(samples[PRindex2]); 
System.out.print("\n @t= "); // DEBUG 
System.out.print(PRindex2);
} // if samples[i] > baseline
}
// « < — Finished Checking PulseRate-----
// » >  — Checking PulseW idth-----
if (((samples[i] - baseline) > Wth) && (!found_PW_begin))
{
PW_index_begin = i; 
found_PW_begin = true;
System.out.print("\nPulseWidth begin "); //DEBUG 
S y stem. out .print (PW_i n dex_begin ) ;
System.out.print(" Amp = "); 
System.out.print(samples[i]);
}
Figure 4,9. Heart Attack Detection Pseudo Code continued.
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else if (((samples[i] - baseline) < Wth) && (!found_PW_end) && 
found_PW_begin)
{
PW_index_end = i; 
found_PW_end = true;
System.out.print("\nPulseWidth ends "); //DEBUG 
System.out.print(PWJndex_end);
System.out.print(" Amp = ");
System.out.print(samples[i]);
}
// « <  — Finished Checking PulseW idth-----
}
// «<========== Main Parsing Loop ends ==============
Figure 4,10. Heart Attack detection Pseudo code ends.
Javelin microcontroller. When the Bluetooth module is first powered up, it is in 
command mode. Communication between the Bluetooth module and the microcontroller 
will be done in the form of UART. Please refer to the codes in Appendix 9. 
Microcontroller will send some commands to the Bluetooth module to set up a Bluetooth 
connection with the user’s cell phone. When the connection is successfully set up, which 
is indicated by the red LED, the module automatically switches to data mode. A 
successful Bluetooth connection is nothing more than a wireless serial cable. In data 
mode, everything sent by the Javelin microcontroller will be received by the cell phone. 
Commands to control a phone are called AT commands. AT commands direct a phone to 
dial (D), answer (A) and hang up (H). Every AT command starts with “AT” (Attention). 
This is the command line prefix. To make a 911 call, the following command will be sent 
by the microcontroller to the cell phone, “ATD91 l;\r”. The last character, “\r” is carriage
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return. The command means “Attention: Dial 911”. The number 911 can be replaced by 
any phone number.
Since many cell phones today have the GPS feature, the location of the user can be 
discovered and faster medical help can be sent to the spot. To make this work we used the 
MobiControl Software from SOTl.
4.5. Acquiring GPS Information of the Patient
Once an emergency call is made to the paramedics they should be able to locate the 
current location of the user. This is made possible by transferring the GPS data over to 
the server. MobiControl includes a Remote File Explore tool. This tool allows the 
responsible personal to browse the file system of a mobile device. Since the cell phone is 
GPS activated the current location of the user can be retrieved by the paramedics by just 
remotely logging into the person’s mobile device.
Figure 4.11 MobiControl - Remote Control Session.
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CHAPTER 5
DESIGN VERIFICATION
5.1 ECG Waveform Acquisition 
The individual components of the ECG amplifier were tested separately. All results 
were extremely close to theoretical values. Input was provided by a function generator 
and the output was read from an oscilloscope. The buffers which were operational 
amplifiers performed as expected. Table 5.1 shows the results of the 2 buffers.
Buffers Input Output Gain
Vl Grounded Zero signal
1 Hz, IVpp sin wave 1 Hz, IVpp sin wave 1
V2 Grounded Zero signal
1 Hz, IVpp sin wave 1 Hz, IVpp sin wave 1
Table 5.1. Buffer Test Results.
The differential amplifier results are shown in Table 5.2. The common mode rejection 
(CMR), or gain, was close to its theoretical value of 33. The common mode gain (CMG)
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was equally close to its theoretical value of 0. This gives a common mode rejection ratio 
(CMRR=CMR/CMG) equal to 603.3 which implies that the differential amplifier circuit 
is working fine.
V] V2 Vod
grounded 0 .5  Vpp, 2 0  Hz sin 
wave
18.1 Vpp, 2 0  Hz sin 
wave
CMR = 
36.2
0 .5  Vpp 2 0  Hz sin 
wave
Grounded 18.1 Vpp, 2 0  Hz sin 
wave
CMR = 
36.2
grounded Grounded 0 .0 3  Vpp, 2 0  Hz sin 
wave
CMG = 
0 .0 6
0 .5  Vpp 2 0  Hz sin 
wave
0 .5  Vpp 2 0  Hz sin 
wave
0 .0 3  Vpp, 2 0  Hz sin 
wave
CMG =
0 .0 6
Table 5.2. Differential Amplifier Test Results.
A frequency sweep of the band-pass filter was taken and the response is shown in 
Figure 5.1. A 0.1 Vpp sin wave was provided for the input. The lower cut-off, mid-band, 
and upper cut-off frequencies were found to be approximately 1.6 Hz, 20 Hz, and 106 
Hz, respectively. The cut-off frequencies are essentially the same as the theoretical values 
of 1.59 Hz and 106.1Hz. The gain was determined to be 163, comparable to the 
theoretical value of 150.
By multiplying the gain of all components, a total gain of 5900 was achieved. This 
gain is higher than the theoretical total gain of 4950 and can be explained by the op 
amp’s deviation from its ideal characteristics.
Overall, the ECG amplifier was capable of acquiring a patient’s ECG waveform. Figure
4.2 is a picture taken of an oscilloscope displaying the output from the input circuitry. 
Note that the QRS complex is approximately 5 Vpp and that the frequency of the 
waveform is approximately 1.22 Hz, the equivalent of a 60bpm heart rate.
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Figure 5.1. Frequency Response of Band-Pass Filter.
Figure 5.2. Picture of ECG Waveform Displayed on Oscilloscope Screen.
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5.2 Microprocessor Performance
The Burr-Brown Texas Instrument ADS7800 ADC was set to read analog inputs 
between -5 V and 5 V. By performing a DC sweep and using the 12-bit digital output to 
drive 12-LEDs, the accuracy of the conversions were gauged. The results were excellent, 
and are shown in Appendix 8. It was also observed that the least significant two bits of 
the ADC constantly flickered, even when the analog input did not change. Therefore, a 
decision was reached to only use the most significant 10 bits of the data output from the 
ADC.
To test the data acquisition phase, the Javelin Stamp captured approximately four 
seconds worth of data and then used the Javelin Stamp Integrated Development 
Environment (IDE) to output the captured data to a desktop PC. The data was then 
plotted using Excel. A digitized waveform is shown in Eigure 5.3.
Dilgitnl E C G  %^Tivefomi
uiu
Figure 5.3. Digitized ECG Waveform.
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The ECG waveform processing function was tested by modifying the Java program to 
run on a PC instead of the Javelin Stamp, using a data file as input instead of actual data 
from the ADC. This flexible methodology allowed for testing of the ECG waveform 
processing function without having a subject. It also allowed the algorithm to be tested 
with artificially manufactured waveform files that resembled heart attacks.
5.3 Bluetooth Performance
In order to verify functionality of the Bluetooth link, a Bluetooth enabled laptop was 
used to verify connections. Specifically, because only the serial port profile 
implementation was used, a Bluetooth enabled laptop running HyperTerminal can easily 
read from and write to the connected Bluetooth device. To ensure that the Bluetooth link 
was functioning properly, HyperTerminal was used to read data from the EB500 module 
and write data to the HP Ipaq phone. The Javelin Stamp would output a message 
indicating that data had been sent; the data would show up in HyperTerminal; the data 
would be copied to the HyperTerminal window representing a connection with the phone; 
and the phone would display the data once it was received.
5.4 MobiControl Performance
The performance of the MobiControl was evaluated as well and the results were as 
desired. Some of the featured that were tested are enlisted below.
• Automated Software/Data Distribution - Push software/data to devices immediately 
or at a scheduled time
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•  Integrated Remote Control/Helpdesk Toolset - Full featured toolset for Real-Time 
Helpdesk and Troubleshooting, including; Real-Time Remote Control, Remote File 
Transfer/Explorer, Remote Scripting, Remote Registry Editor, Remote Task Manager, 
Remote DOS Box, Printing, Screen Capture, Video Capture, Remote Soft/Hard Reset and 
more.
• File Synchronization - Synchronize files between mobile devices and servers. Move 
new/updated data files from servers to devices and/or move device data up to servers
• Automatic Settings Cloning - Clone settings from one device (e.g. WiFi, Power 
Management, Scanner settings) and distribute the cloned settings to other devices
• Automated Tracking/Reporting - Customizable reporting tools show status of 
software/data distribution
• Reporting and Inventory - Produce detailed reports about the state of the system, 
including reports about software/data inventories
• Automatic Discovery - Automatic discovery and adding of devices to the system, 
eliminating manual configuration of new devices. View real-time information about the 
status of devices
•  Rule Based Automated Management - Configure rules to automatically control and 
manage your mobile field force
• Automatic Software/Data Recovery - Automatic recovery of data/software on mobile 
devices after a battery failure or hard reset
•  Customizable Logic - Customize the install/uninstall logic of software/data using 
custom script logic
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• Scalable Architecture - System load can be distributed across one or more servers for 
large deployments
• Fault Tolerance - Automatic distribution of work load to functional servers
5.4 Weight
The weight of the wrist unit is measured to be approximately 2.88 oz without 
batteries. The weight will be 3.4 oz with batteries. This is lesser than the specified 4.0 oz 
by the client.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Overall, the prototype performed as designed. The input circuitry was able to acquire 
an ECO waveform reliably, while the ECO waveform processing algorithm was able to 
differentiate between normal ECO waveforms and abnormal ECO waveforms. When the 
algorithm detected a heart attack, the Bluetooth link faithfully transmitted a message to 
the phone, and the phone was able to send a message to call for help.
Possible future improvements include better packaging of components to reduce ECG 
amplifier input noise and shrink device size, better hardware selection to reduce power 
consumption, a more sophisticated algorithm to detect additional heart problems, and 
making an actual phone call in the event of an emergency for better real time response 
from emergency service personnel.
As a proof of concept prototype, this project will be demonstrated as a personal health 
care device that can be further developed to include other features like transmitting the 
heart rate data over to a centralized server so that the doctor handling the patient would 
have a history about the patient’s heart rate and other relevant data. At the same time, this 
project explored options for GPS-based location services and personal wireless devices
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APPENDIX 1
ECG AMPLIFIER
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APPENDIX 2
INTERFACING ADS7800, JAVELIN STAMP, EB500
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APPENDIX 3
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APPENDIX 4
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APPENDIX 5
DC SWEEP DATA of ANALOG-to-DIGITAL CONVERTER
Analog Input (V) Digital Output (12 bits 
wide)
Decimal Equivalent
-5.1 0000 0000 0000 0
-5.0 0000 0001 0001 17
-4.9 0000 0011 1000 56
-4.8 0000 0110 0100 100
-4.7 0000 1000 1011 139
-4.6 0000 1011 0011 179
-4.5 0000 1101 1010 218
-4.4 0001 0000 0100 260
-4.3 0001 0010 1100 300
-4.2 0001 0101 0100 340
-4.1 0001 0111 1011 379
-4.0 0001 1010 0110 422
-TO 0011 0011 1100 828
-2.0 0100 1101 0010 1234
-TO 011001100101 1637
0.0 0111 1111 1111 2047
1.0 1001 1001 0010 2450
2.0 1011 0010 1010 2#58
3.0 1100 1011 0110 3254
4.0 1110 0100 1100 3660
4.5 1111 0001 1000 3864
4.6 1111 0100 0000 3904
4.7 1111 0110 1000 3944
4.8 1111 1001 0011 3987
4.9 1111 1011 1011 4027
5.0 1111 11100011 4067
5.1 111111111111 4095
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APPENDIX 9 
JAVELIN STAMP CODE
/ * *
JAVA CODE FOR DETECTING HEART ATTACK USING ECG ELECTRODES, BODY  
TEMPERATURE FROM D SI820,
COMMUNICATION BETWEEN BLUETOOTH MODULE EB500 AND ANY BLUETOOTH 
ENABLED CELLPHONE
*1
import stamp.core.*; 
import java.io.*;
import stamp.peripheral.onewire.*; 
public class ReceiverProcessorEBSOO {
// SAMPLING FREQUENCY DEPENDENT CONSTANTS 
/* OFFSET adaptibility;
1) Ath must be relative to baseline
2) Wth must be relative to baseline
3) Take account into the case where PRindexl starts at the peak, would glitch occur 
*1
final static int SAMPLING_FREQ = 400; // Current Sampling Frequency in Hz. 
final static int ARRAY_SIZE = 2048; 
final static int MAX_VALUE = 65535 »  1;// Frequency of 600 Hz
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final static int Ath = 200; // Minimum Threshold for value, relative to
BASELINE
final static int Pmin = (60*SAMPLING_FREQ)/200; // Absolute Min. period (puise
rate 200 bpm)
final static int Pmax = (60 * S AMPLIN G_FREQ )/3 5 ; // Absolute Max. period (puise
rate 35 bpm)
final static int Wmax_th = 20; // Maximum allowable width of W at Wth
final static int AlertThreshold = 10; // How many alerts to take before Calling EMS 
final static int AdecLimit = 50; // peaks should not differ by more than 50%
public static int Wth = 200; // Level at which only the QRS pulse should exceed
final static int Emergency_call = CPU.pin6;
final static int Receiver_RX_PlN = CPU.pin2; //The receiving port of RS232 
final static int EB500_RX_P1N = CPU.pinO; //The receving port of RS232 from EB500 
final static int EB500_TX_P1N = CPU.pinl; //The transmitting port of RS232 to EB500 
final static int STS_P1N = CPU.pin3; //Status of EB500, not connected or connected
// Constants used for communication with the DS1820 on the 1-Wire bus.
final static int SK1P_R0M = OxOOCC;
final static int CONVERT_T = 0x0044;
final static int READ_SCRATCHPAD = OxOOBE;
final static int MATCH_ROM = 0x55;
// Field for storing the presence response from the reset() method, 
static boolean presence;
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// Field for storing the two temperature bytes sent by the DS1820. 
static int [] temperature = new int[2];
// Declare FO pins to be used by the DS2480B's Uart transmit and 
// receive lines.
public final static int SERIAL_TX_PIN = CPU.pinS; 
public final static int SERIAL_RX_PIN = CPU.pin4; 
static Uart Receiver = new Uart(Uart.dirReceive, Receiver_RX_PIN, 
Uart.dontlnvert, Uart.speed9600,
Uart.stopl);
static Uart EB500RX = new Uart(Uart.dirReceive, EB500_RX_PIN, 
Uart.dontlnvert, Uart.speed9600,
Uart.stopl);
static Uart EB500TX = new Uart(Uart.dirTransmit, EB500_TX_P1N, 
Uart.dontlnvert, Uart.speed9600,
Uart.stopl);
// Declare a new DS2480B object and initialize with connections
// for Uart serial communication with a DS2480B chip.
private static DS2480B oneWireBus = new DS2480B(SER1AL_TX_P1N,
SER1AL_RX_P1N);
//Variables ofEBSOO 
static char d; 
static char m; 
static String b;
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public static int g;
//Variables of Processor
static StringBuffer buffer = new StringBuffer(80); 
static char c;
public static int AlertLevel; 
public static int i; 
public static int temp;
public static StringBuffer sbuf = new StringBuffer(8); 
public static String str;
public static int [] sampleArray = new int[ARRAY_SIZE];
public static void main()
{
System.out.println("===============================");
System.out.println("ECG/DS1820 Data Receiving, Algorithm Running, Emergency 
Call Ready");
System.out.println("============================— =");
// Main Instantiations 
int arrayCount = 0;
AlertLevel = 0; 
int windowCount = 0;
Terminal terminal = new TerminalQ;
// Main Processing Loop begins ======================================
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arrayCount = 0; 
while(true)
{
getT empFromOneDs 1820(temperature) ;
// Clear Messages from Javelin display.
System.out.print('\u0010'); 
formatAndDisplay(temperature); 
addSample(arrayCount, sampleArray); 
arrayCount++;
// ECG Window Check 
if (arrayCount >= ARRAY_SIZE)
{
arrayCount = 0; // reset arrayCount 
AlertLevel += check_filled_ECG(sample Array); 
System.out.print("\nAlert Ixvel is now: "); 
System.out.print(AlertLevel);
if (windowCount > 30) // reset AlertLevel after 2 min 
{
AlertLevel = 0;
}
windowCount++;
} // ECG Window Check 
if (AlertLevel >= AlertThreshold)
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{
System.out.printlnC'Alert, Emergency Dial-up"); 
CPU.writePin(CPU.pin6,true);
Call911();
AlertLevel = 0;
}
else
{CPU.writePin(CPU.pin6,false);}
} // end w hile(l) Main Processing Loop 
} // main ends
// This function calls emergency number via Bluetooth EB500 
static void Call911()
{
CPU.delay(25000);
System.out.println("Emergency Call Started.Vr");
System.out.println("EB500's Info Started.V); 
EB500TX.sendString("ver all\r");
CPU.delay(5000);
getMessageO;
System.out.println("EB500's Info Completed.\r");
System.out.println("Listing Visible Devices Started.V); 
EB500TX.sendString("lst visibleVr");
CPU.delay(25000);
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getMessageO;
System.out.println("Listing Visible Devices Completed.^");
System.out.println("Getting the address of EB500 Started.V"); 
EB500TX.sendString("get addrV");
CPU.delay(5000);
getMessageO;
System.out.println("Getting the address of EB500 Completed.V"); 
System.out.println("Setting the security mode of EB500 Started.V");
EB500TX.sendString("set security openV");
CPU.delay(5000);
getMessageO;
System.out.println("Setting the security mode of EB500 Completed.V"); 
System.out.println("Setting the visible mode of EB500 Started.V"); 
EB500TX.sendString("set visible onV");
CPU.delay(5000);
getMessageO;
System.out.println("Getting the visible mode of EB500 Completed.V"); 
System.out.println("Getting the security mode of EB500 Started.V"); 
EB500TX.sendString("get securityV");
CPU.delay(5000);
getMessageO;
System.out.println("Getting the security mode of EB500 Completed.V"); 
System.out.println("Getting the visible mode of EB500 Started.V");
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EB500TX.sendString("get visibleV");
CPU.delay(5000);
getMessageO;
System.out.println("Getting the visible mode of EB500 Completed.V");
System.out.println("Setting the passkey of EB500 Started.V"); 
EB500TX.sendString("set passkey OOOOV");
CPU.delay(5000);
getMessageO;
System.out.println("Setting the passkey of EB500 Completed.V"); 
System.out.println("Setting the connectable mode of EB500 Started.V"); 
EB500TX.sendString("set connectable onV");
CPU.delay(5000);
getMessageO;
System.out.println("Setting the connectable mode of EB500 Completed.V"); 
do{
System.out.printlnC'Connecting to cellphone Started.V");
EB500TX.sendstringC'con V");//IEEE Address of our desired cell phone
CPU.delay(5000);
getMessageO;
System.out.printlnC'Connecting to cellphone Completed.V");
if (CPU.readPin(CPU.pin3) == true)//Checking the connection status of the bluetooth 
module 
m='y';
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else
m='n';
System.out.println("\r");
} while (m!= 'y');//Continue making connecntion until connection is successfully 
established
System.out.println("Dialing Started.V");
EB500TX.sendString("ATD"); //AT Commands given by the Austrian Guy 
CPU.delay(5000);
EB500TX.sendString(""); //The phone number to be dialed 
CPU.delay(5000);
EB500TX.sendString(";");
CPU.delay(5000);
EB500TX.sendString("V");
CPU.delay(5000);
System.out.printlnC'Dialing Completed.V");
System.out.println("Emergency Call Completed.");
}
static void getMessageO 
{
while (EB500RX.byteAvailable() ==true)
{
d = (char) EB500RX. recei veB y te() ; 
i f ( d ! = " )
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{
System.out.print(d);
}
}
System.out.print('\n');
}
/* *
* Measures temperature of a single DS1820 device on a 1-Wire bus.
* This method will not work if there is more than one
* 1-Wire device on the bus.
*/
public static void getTempFromOncDs 1820(int [] value) {
// Send reset pulse to 1-wire bus. 
oneWireBus.resetO;
// Arm strong pullup resistor.
oneWireB us. strongPullup(oneWireBus .1NF1N1TE_DUR ATION) ;
// Send two characters to 1-wire bus using message method.
oneWireBus.message(SKlP_ROM);
oneWireBus.message(CONVERT_T);
// Wait for a bit reading to go from false to true indicating that 
// the temperature measurement is ready, 
whi le( loneWircBus. getBitQ) {
CPU.delay(500);
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}
// Disarm strong pullup resistor.
oneWireBus.strongPullup(oneWireBus.TERMINATE_DURATION);
// Issue another reset pulse followed by a skip ROM command.
oneWireBus.resetO ;
oneWireBus.message(SKIP_ROM);
// Issue read scratchpad command and load the first two bytes from the DS1820's 
// scratchpad into the temperature array. Then, deliver a final reset pulse. 
oneWireBus.message(READ_SCRATCHPAD); 
oneWireBus.getData(2,temperature,READ_SCRATCHPAD); 
oneWireBus.resetO;
}
/* *
* Formats and displays raw temperature data that was read from
* the DS1820's scratchpad RAM.
*/
public static void formatAndDisplay(int [] a){ 
int tempLo, tempHi, tempint, tempDec; 
tempLo = a[0]; 
tempHi = a[l];
// Move the bits of the integer value of the measurement into 
// a single field.
tempint = tempLo + (tempHi «  8);
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// Convert the lowest four bits into the fractional decimal value that goes 
// to the right of the decimal point and the upper eight bits into the integer 
// decimal value to the left of the decimal point. 
tempDec = (((tempint & OxOOOF) * 100)/16); 
tempint = tempint »  4;
System.out.print(templnt);
System.out.print(".");
// Maintain a leading zero if the fractional decimal measurement is less 
// than 10. 
if(tempDec < I0){
System.out.print("0");
}
System.out.print(tempDec);
System.out.println(" degrees-Celsius");
}
static boolean addSample(int arrayCount, int [] samples)
{
boolean fail = false; 
g = Recei ver.recei veByteO; 
temp = g;
samples [arrayCount] = temp; 
return fail;
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}
/** Establises baseline, measures pulse rate and pulse width 
*/
static int check_filled_ECG(int [] samples)
{
// Array Parsing Flags 
int baseline = 0;
// Amplitude flags 
int AmpPeak = 0; 
int Alert = 0; 
int AmpVar;
// PulseRate flags
int period_sample;
boolean found_PR_peakl = false;
boolean found_PR_peak2 = false;
int PRindexl = 0;
int PRindex2 = 0;
boolean repolarized = false;
// Pul se Width flags
boolean found_PW_begin = false;
boolean found_PW_end = false;
// Wth = Amax/4; // want Wth to be 25% Amax 
int W_sample;
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int PW_index_begin = 0; 
int PW_index_end = 0; 
int BPM = 0;
System.out.print("\n~4 sec ECG Check Window Filled...An"); //DEBUG 
System.out.print("===== Main Parsing Loop Begins =====\n"); //DEBUG
// » >  — Establishing Baseline--------
for (i = 0; i < ARRAY_SIZE; i++)
{
if (i == 0) baseline = samples[i]; 
else 
{
baseline = (baseline + samples[i]) / 2; // baseline is always the average 
of all the data points 
}
}
System.out.printC'Baseline = "); // DEBUG 
System.out.print(baseline);
// « <  — Establishing Baseline e n d -----
// » >  ========= Main Parsing Loop Begins ========
for (i = 0; i < ARRAY_SIZE; i++)
{
// » >  — Checking PulseRate-----
if (!found_PR_peakl) // if first QRS peak is not found yet
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{
if (samples[i] > samples[PRindexl]) // amplitude relative to baseline is not 
important here 
{
PRindexl = i;
System.out.print("\nPulseRate peak 1 (Abs) increased to "); // DEBUG 
S ystem.out.print(samples [PRindex 1 ] ) ;
System.out.print("\n @t= "); // DEBUG 
System.out.print(PRindexl);
}
else if (((samples[i] - baseline) < ((samples[PRindexl] / 2) - baseline)) && 
((samples[PRindex 1 ] - baseline ) > Ath))
// Amp relative to baseline is key here 
[ // if current sample is lower than 50% of the first peak relative to baseline, AND it 
breaks the Ath minimum limit
found_PR_peakl = true; // then first peak is found
System.out.print("\nPulseRate peak 1 is Found: "); //DEBUG 
S y stem.out.print(samples [PRindex 1 ] ) ;
System.out.print("\n @t= "); // DEBUG 
System.out.print(PRindexl);
}
}
else if (!found_PR_peak2)
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{
// wait for repolarization, don't search for the second peak 
// until samples[i] has returned to baseline 
if ((samples[i] >= baseline) || repolarized)
{
repolarized = true; // so that we know the ECG has repolarized
if (samples[i] > samples[PRindex2]) // amplitude relative to baseline is 
not important here 
{
PRindex2 = i;
System.out.print(" \nPulseRate peak 2 (Abs) increased to ");
//DEBUG
System.out.print(samples[PRindex2]);
System.out.print("\n @t= "); // DEBUG 
System.out.print(PRindex2);
}
else if ((samples[i] - baseline) < ((samples[PRindex2]/ 2) - baseline) && 
((samples [PRindex2] - baseline) > Ath))
// Amp relative to baseline is key here 
{ // if current sample is lower than 50% of the second peak relative to 
baseline, AND it breaks the Ath minimum limit
found_PR_peak2 = true; // then second peak is found 
System.out.print("\nPulseRate peak 2 is Found: "); //DEBUG
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System.out.print(samples[PRindex2]);
System.out.print("\n @t= "); //DEBUG 
System.out.print(PRindex2);
}
} // if samples[i] > baseline
}
// « < — Finished Checking PulseRate-----
// » >  — Checking PulseW idth-----
if (((samples[i] - baseline) > Wth) && (!found_PW_begin))
{
PW_index_begin = i; 
found_PW_begin = true;
System.out.print("\nPulseWidth begin "); //DEBUG 
System.out.print(PW_index_begin);
System.out.print(" Amp = ");
System.out.print(samples[i]);
}
else if (((samples[i] - baseline) < Wth) && (!found_PW_end) && found_PW_begin) 
{
PW_index_end = i; 
found_PW_end = true;
System.out.print("\nPulseWidth ends "); //DEBUG 
System.out.print(PW_index_end);
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System.out.printC' Amp = "); 
System.out.print(samples[i]);
}
// « <  — Finished Checking PulseWidth
}
// <«========== Main Parsing Loop ends
System .out.print("\n~=== Main Parsing Loop ends — — =\n"); //DEBUG
// » >  Setting Alert for Amplitude check B egins------
// Set historically max and min values and find % difference 
// See which of the two peaks are greater
if (samples[PRindexl] > samples[PRindex2])
{
AmpPeak = samples [PRindexl] - baseline;
}
else
{
AmpPeak = samples[PRindex2] - baseline;
}
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// if (AmpPeak > Amax) Amax = AmpPeak;
// if (AmpPeak < Amin) Amin = AmpPeak;
System.out.print("AmpPeak is (baseline adjusted) "); //DEBUG 
System.out.print(AmpPeak); 
if (AmpPeak < Ath) // If percent decrease exceeds limit 
{
Alert++;
System.out.println("\nAlert Raised from Amplitude Check!"); // DEBUG
}
else
{
System.out.println("\nAmplitude Check Okay! ( > 200 relative to baseline)"); 
}
// « <  Setting Alert for Amplitude check Ends-------
// » >  Setting Alert for PulseRate check Begins-------
// Now peakl and peak2 are set 
period_sample = PRindex2 - PRindexl;
System.out.print("\nPeriod_sample is (Pmax=");
System.out.print(Pmax);
System.out.print(" Pmin=");
System.out.print(Pmin);
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System.out.printC): ");
S ystem .out .print(peri od_sample) ;
BPM = 10000/( (period_sample*(10000/SAMPLING_FREQ)) /60 ); 
System.out.print("\nTranslating to ");
System .out.print(BPM) ;
System.out.print(" BPM (Beats Per Minute) at a Sampling Frequency of "); 
System, out .print(S AMPLIN G_FREQ) ;
System.out.printC' Hz");
// if !(Pmin < P < Pmax) Alert the main loop! 
if(period_sample < Pmin || period_sample > Pmax)
{
Alert++;
System.out.println("\nAlert Raised from PulseRate Check!"); // DEBUG
}
// « <  Setting Alert for PulseRate check Ends-------
// » >  Setting Alert for PulseWidth check Begins-------
W_sample = PW_index_end - PW_index_begin;
System.out.print("\nW_sample is (less than 20): ");
System.out.print(W_sample); 
if (W_sample > Wmax_th)
{
Alert++;
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System.out.println("\nA]ert Raised from PulseWidth Check!"); //DEBUG
}
// « <  Setting Alert for PulseWidth check Ends-------
System.out.print("\n===== End EGG Window Check =====\n"); //DEBUG 
return Alert;
}
} // class ReceiverProcessorEBSOO end
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